
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Taranaki Trotting Club @ New Plymouth Date: Sunday, 30 March 2014 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Good 
Rail: Track pylons fitted  2  metres from true, 240m passing lane 
Stewards: J Muirhead (Chairman), R Neal, L Tidmarsh 
Typist: R Simons 

 

GENERAL: 
Following the Stipendiary Steward’s inspection of the track, remedial action was taken to repair the uneven track surface 
situated around the 500 metre mark. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: TUINFRO, JONNY WILKINSON,  HOT AND SAUCY, PLATINUM POKER, ELISAVETA, RIGHTEOUS 

ROYALE, SHESTHEREALDEAL, RUSSLEY HASTE, MAJOR OUCH, RYKAARD 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race 6 BRANCH RICKEY 4th placing 
Rule 870(5) – “Lapped-On“ rule - relegated to 5th placing 

Fines: Race  6 J Abernethy (BETA B QUICK) 
[Rule 869(2)(a)] – Excessive use of whip – Fined $200 
A & L Neal (WHO DARES WINS) 
[Rule 865(2)] – Incorrect gear – Fined $100 

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race  3 
 
4 
 
5 

 
 
 
6 
7 
8 
 
9 

MY MUMS ASTAR – Warned racing manners 
BIM BOM BAY – Warned racing manners 
GOLDEN BILLION - Stood down 28 days 
GILTED – Warned racing manners 
GOTTA GO WILD SPIRIT – Warned racing manners 
MISS FIREFLY – Warned racing manners 
FANCY DELIGHT – Warned racing manners 
MISS FIREFLY – Unruly mobiles as Trainer’s request 
LISLASS - Warned racing manners 
EAGLE EYES - Warned racing manners 
SURVIVOR  HERO- Warned mobile manners 
BETTY BOOP BROGDEN - Warned racing manners 
BETTAVIC - Warned racing manners 
NICOLE VAIDISOVA – Warned mobile manners 
GAMBLERS DELIGHT - Warned mobile manners 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider/Driver Changes: Race    

Scratching Penalties: Horses ineligible 31/3 – 3/4/14 inclusive (4 days): 
CAESAR’S PRINCE, GOTTA GO ARMBRO 

Horses ineligible 31/3 – 9/4/14 inclusive (10 days): 



 

 

BACK PAY, ST PIERRE, LIVING BY CHANCE 

Late Scratchings: Race    11            GOTTA GO ARMBRO – at 3.05pm 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 AGRAFORUM MOBILE TROT   

JED STAR broke through in the score up and as a result was out of position by some distance at the start. 
SUNBRITE broke approaching the first bend near the 1500 metres and as a result momentarily locked sulky wheels with 
BANANA SMOOTHIE. 
RICH EARL broke rounding the bend near the 1400 metres losing considerable ground. Horseman F Cossey advised the 
horse mixed its gait between trotting and pacing resulting in him attempting to correct its gait. 
NO GO SLOW BRITON trod roughly and broke near the 100 metres losing its chance. Trainer driver G Martin advised he 
would be removing the sliding blinds for future starts. 
IT’S BIG TIME raced three wide for the first 1000 metres. 
TWO WISHES was held up over the early stages of the run home. Horseman S Phelan advised that TWO WISHES received a 
good trip and was disappointing after getting clear racing room in the run home. In his opinion the shorter distance racing 
may not have suited her as its previous starts were over 2500 metres. 

Race 2 CHAIN RESOURCES MOBILE PACE   

JONNY WILKINSON was successfully claimed by T Vince. 
HOT AND SAUCY when racing to the lead at the crossing, broke at the 1500 metres losing three lengths then settled in the 
trail. While in a brief gallop HOT AND SAUCY brushed three pylons. 
ACES N EIGHTS became unbalanced when negotiating the crossing and broke at the 1500 metres losing several lengths as a 
result. 
OUR SOUTHERN MAN over-raced through the early and middle stages. 
HUGH HEFNER when being improved three wide, broke passing the 500 metres which in turn caused check to OUR 
SOUTHERN MAN which lost 2-3 lengths when he broke.  Horseman B Mangos advised that HUGH HEFNER broke as a result 
of standing on rough ground. 

Race 3 LIFE MEMBERS MOBILE TROT   

MY MUMS ASTAR broke during the score up and as a result was out of position by some distance at the start and broke on 
several occasions during the running.  A final warning was issued to Trainer J Abernethy in regard to this horses race 
performance and manners. 
BIM BOM BAY broke for a distance shortly after the start, losing ground. 
BIM BOM BAY broke passing the 250 metres.  A warning was placed on the racing manners record of this gelding. 
HECTOR MCFECKLE became unbalanced travelling over the crossing and galloped losing its chance. 
MEYER LANSKY became unbalanced travelling over the crossing, galloping for several strides, recovering quickly. 
THE SCRUFF was held up over the early stages of the run home until near the 200 metres. 

Race 4 SADDLE & SULKY MOBILE PACE   

GOLDEN BILLION broke early in the score up, refusing to settle, taking no part in the race and was eventually pulled up. 
P TOMADO raced keenly over the early stages. 
GILTED broke passing the 1300 metres which in turn caused checks to TRAVELLING MAN, ARCANO and CONCORD LASS -  
CONCORD LASS being checked into a gallop losing approximately 5 lengths.  A final warning was issued to Trainer E Phelan 
to improve GILTED’s racing manners. 
CAN HE PAY was held up for racing room over the early stages of the run home. 
OUR WICKLOW broke passing the 100 metres. 

Race 5 SHOWCASING TARANAKI FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE   

FANCY DELIGHT broke shortly after dispatch losing considerable ground and effectively all chance.  A final warning was 
placed on the racing manners of this horse. 
GOTTA GO WILD SPIRIT and MISS FIREFLY broke approaching the first bend. Final warnings were placed on both of these 
horses. MISS FIREFLY was placed on the unruly list for mobile starts at the trainer’s request. 
CULLECT A HOLIDAY, CUT THE CARDS and LOTTA BETS became unbalanced going over the crossing, then broke.  LOTTA 
BETS failed to settle, losing its chance. 
SHEZA BRIGHT STAR had difficulty obtaining clear racing room for the early and middle stages of the home straight. 

Race 6 SALTY DOG CAFE & BAR MOBILE PACE 

TWIN TOWERS was slow to come out of the pre-race circle prior to the start to go to is unruly position and was several 
lengths out of position at the start. 
FLYIN IMPACT was a length out of position which inconvenienced GET HOLME TYRON on the second line. Horsewoman 
N Chilcott explained that she was inconvenienced early in the score up and was caught for speed to catch the gate. 
LISLASS broke approaching 600 metres causing interference to TWIN TOWERS which galloped.  This also inconvenienced 
BEACON HILL and FIFTEEN SIX. A warning was placed on the racing manners record of LISLASS. 



 

 

NO LIABILITY contacted pylons rounding the home bend. 
BRANCH RICKEY when in a challenging position 20 metres short of the finishing line, veered out sideways and galloped.  A 
protest was lodged against the 4th placing of BRANCH RICKEY under Rule 870(5) the “Lapped-On” rule in that it was in an 
incorrect gait when placed 4th by the Judge and lapped on by the 5th placed GET HOLME TYRON. The protest was not 
contested and the JCA relegated BRANCH RICKEY to 5th placing. 
An information was lodged alleging that Horseman J Abernethy was in breach of Rule 869(2)(a) in that he used his whip 
excessively driving BETA B QUICK over the completing stages of the race.   The charge was admitted and the JCA imposed a 
fine of $200. 

Race 7 STELLA ARTOIS MOBILE PACE   

ASHLEY H and BENJI MAGUIRE both became unbalanced travelling over the crossing, both losing considerable ground. 
TOUGH ENOUGH was caught four in three wide for the first 800 metres of the race before reaching the lead. 
WAINGARO EMPEROR broke passing the 500 metres when racing in restricted quarters. 
EAGLE EYES broke passing the 400 metres. A warning was placed on the racing manners of this gelding. 
ATOMIC JET was unable to find clear racing room until inside the last 100 metres. 

Race 8 WOODLANDS STUD TARANAKI BREEDERS STAKES MOBILE PACE   

SURVIVOR HERO broke late in the score up losing considerable ground and its chance. A warning was placed on the mobile 
barrier manners of this mare. 
SOUL HANOVER tangled briefly shortly after the start. 
BETTY BOOP BROGDEN paced roughly into the first bend and broke prior to the crossing causing RUSSLEY HASTE, MONETS 
DAUGHTER and CHANELLE BROMAC all to take evasive action.  BETTY BOOP BROGDEN lost considerable ground and its 
chance. A warning was placed on this filly’s racing manners.  A post race veterinary examination revealed no abnormalities. 
SOUL HANOVER, CHANELLE BROMAC and MALOO were held up for clear racing room over the initial stages of the run 
home. 
Horseman J Dickie dropped his foot from the sulky footrest when passing the 200 metres when activating gear on SOUL 
HANOVER. 

Race 9 NEWSTALK ZB MOBILE PACE   

GAMBLERS DELIGHT broke in the score up prior to the start losing several lengths. 
NICOLE VAIDISOVA broke in the score up losing approximately 4 lengths. 
Both of these horses had warnings placed on their mobile barrier manners. 
SWEET AVA raced fiercely when being restrained shortly after the start. 
OCCIDENTAL broke approaching the crossing. 
LADY P over-raced rounding the first bend and became unbalanced travelling over the crossing, galloping, settling toward 
the rear of the main body of the field. LADY P after recovering raced three wide to reach the lead with 1000 metres to run. 
BETTAVIC when being improved three wide passing the 300 metres, veered out sideways and galloped, causing severe 
check to ROSETTA STONE which was forced to race wider on the track and then galloped losing its chance.  A warning was 
placed on the racing manners record of BETTAVIC. 

Race 10 REVITAL FERTILISERS TARANAKI CUP  

A Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was supplied for LIFESOFINE. 
A minor infringement notice was issued and a fine of $100 imposed on Trainers A & L Neal for presenting WHO DARES 
WINS with a removable hood which was not notified. 
ROCKNROLL LASS was a length off the gate at the start despite the efforts of Horseman S Phelan. 
KIPPENBERGER was inclined to lay in rounding the first bend. 
WHO DARES WINS failed to get clear racing throughout the run home. 
MISTER HARRIS was held up for clear racing room until inside the last 50 metres. 
Horsewoman N Chilcott advised that after activating gear on COPY MY PAST and attempting to use the whip passing the 
200 metres, she accidentally dropped the whip. 

Race 11 SPORTYS CAFE & BAR MOBILE PACE   

A Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was supplied for ALTA TALLYHO. 
GOTTA GO ARMBRO was a late scratching on Vet advice at 3.05pm. 
There were no claims lodged for MOTU JUST IN TIME. 
ALTA TALLYHO raced three wide for the first 1000 metres. 
CHEQUEME ROSIE was held up rounding the final bend and over the early stages of the run home.  
FELLAS R TROUBLE (Favourite) failed to get clear racing room throughout the run home going to the line untested. 

 
 
 
 


